RF-SMART for Microsoft Dynamics AX

Your Supply Chain: Mobile. Accurate. Real-Time.

Extend Dynamics 365 Label Printing Capabilities with Print Suite Bridge
Looking to run Microsoft Dynamics 365 WMS Advanced and have printing needs that are not supported by Dynamics 365’s
limited capabilities? RF-SMART, a leading data collection solution for more than 30 years, has purpose-built workflows
and applications to extend Dynamics 365 functionality to your warehouse. Print Suite Bridge is our standalone enterprise
barcode and RFID labeling software solution that “bridges” different systems to meet your labeling needs.

How Does Print Suite Bridge Solve Your Labeling Needs?
Pre-print Processing

Post-print Processing

Configuration of Labels

- Adds fields to labels, no coding required
- Collects data from multiple systems

- Ability to print confirmations and error

- Use popular scripting languages to 		
search, request or manipulate data
- Automatically format dates and 		
concatenate specific codes or variables
- Eliminate Zebra Printing Language (ZPL)
Coding

- Adds additional, potentially complex data
to labels
- Supports parsing or concatenating codes a current gap with Dynamics 365
- Maps variables to a label’s data field

handling
- Store records and label images in a
database
- Receive feedback on job and printer
statuses in real-time

How Does Print Suite Bridge Work?
Labels are designed using our user-friendly Label
Designer

•

- Read from Dynamics 365 or other external databases
- Collect data from a machine or piece of equipment
- Add more fields by linking or trimming existing fields

PSB initiates label requests using executables
- With no limit to the number of executables, you
benefit from increased stability and scalability for 		
high volume printing.

Once an executable is started, the pre-print
processing can do the following:

•

After pre-print processing, labels are sent to the
appropriate printer

•

Post-print processing capabilities include logging
print requests to another data source

•

The Print Result is returned to the executable to
relay status information

Print Suite Bridge is a Must-Have If ...
You want to print from Microsoft Dynamics 365
You need a configurable way to enrich print request data for labels

REQUIREMENTS
Windows 7 +
Windows Server
2008 R2 +

You have high volume printing requirements
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